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Reading Monday of Gospel According To Jerry

A staged reading of Richard Krevolin and Irwin Kula’s play *The Gospel According to Jerry* will be held at 7 p.m. March 5 as part of the American Jewish Theater’s entry in the Kultur Festival 2012. Local actors Lela Elam and Jeffrey Bruce will perform the piece at the 5th floor of the Wimberly Library at Florida Atlantic University, 777 Glades Road, Boca Raton. A question and answer session with Krevolin will follow the reading.

The plot is described as “Jerry Silver is a divorced rabbi from New York experiencing a mid-life crisis. Nia Thompson is a reserved, church-going African-American gospel singer desperate to lose weight. Their lives intersect when Nia signs up for an overeaters’ anonymous group led by Jerry…. The play explores Jewish and African-American relations, stereotypes and spirituality.”
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